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A Low-Cost Portable Deer Enclosure 

Research using tame deer may be hampered by a lack of adequate 
holding facilities. Deer-proof fences we expensive and their con- 
struction is time consuming. An alternative to wire and board fences is 
fishing net, which is a relatively inexpensive material. Fences made of 
fishing net were tested and successfully used to contain tame and 
semitame deer in a torage selection study conducted near Kamlwps, 
British Columbia. 

The fishing net was 1 Z-cm mesh, 550 m long by 25 mesh deep, with 
double selvage top and bottom and weighed 120 kg. To facilitate 
handling, polypropylene rope 6 mm diam. was woven along the top 
and bottom webbing. To erect the fence, steel posts were driven at 
each corner of the plot. To the posts, 2.5-m long dried fir samplings (5 
cm diam.) were wired and guy wires attached. The ends of the top and 
bottom ropes were tied to a comer post, stretched tight, and tied to the 
next comer post. The webbing was then distributed evenly along the 
distance by sliding it along the two ropes (Fig. I). When the right 
amount of webbing was evenly spaced, precut 2-m long samplings 
were placed upright every 4 m to suppon the top rope and hold the 
bottom rope down. Notches cut in the ends of the saplings fit over the 
mnes. The middle DOS alonr each side of the pa was supported by 
another steel post ior great& rigidity. 

It is imwxtant that the right amount of webbing be used for the 
height de&d. If too little webbing was used, the top and bottom roper 
were pulled together too tightly, and if too much was used, the 
webbing sagged. The right amount was found through trial and error. 
It was found that the original folded length of 550 m when erected 
yielded about 350 m for a 2-m high fence. Higher fences could be 
made but the length would be reduced. 

Netting for one fence, 15 m x IS m, with rope and wooden supports 
is easily canied by two people and may be managed by one person. 
Another benefit of the webbing is that when animals jump into it there 



is enough give in the rope and webbing to minimize injury. As well, 
when the webbing is properly stretched, there is less problem of 
entanglement of hooves and antlers than was experienced with 
page-wire. On one occasion, an adult male deer entangled his antlers 
in the mesh. No injuries were sustained during his struggle and a 
minimum of damage was done to the netting. 

There are some precautions that should be noted when using fishing 
net for fencing. No loose ends should be left where animals can get 
entangled in them, and all sources of alarm to the animals should be 

avoided. We found that occasionally logs had to be laid on the bottom 
of the fence to discourage deer from lifting the bottom rope and 
escaping (Fig. 2). One individual became adept at that after being in a 
pen with a loose bottom rope and was continually a problem 
afterwards. Also, males during rut should be watched closely so that 
assistance could be given in case of entanglement in the mesh. 

The cost of the webbing and rope was approximately $1.50 per m, at 
1976 prices, for a 2-m high fence. This cost, coupled with the ease of 
handling makes the fishing net an excellent fence material. 

Viewpoint 

Range Men Helped Create SRM 
Lest an erroneous impression be created about the Charter members 

of SRM some clarification is needed of two statements in Box’s other- 
wise good Presidential Address published in the March 1978 issue of 
JRM, pages 84-86. 

The second sentence of the first paragraph states “In the beginning 
our Society was a small collection of dedicated people trained in 
forestry, animal science, agronomy, and ecology . , . .” Where were 
the men trained in range? They were there! The facts are that probably 
one-quarter or more of the Charter members had degrees with majors 
in range management. 

Several universities, including Box’s own Utah State University, 
had been awarding such degrees since the late 1920’s and early 30’s. 
Some of the other universities were Wyoming, Idaho, Washington 
State, California, Arizona, and Colorado State. By 1946 and 1947, 

when the need for a society was being explored, there were a 
substantial number of these graduates. These men were also insistent 
that a separate society be formed because among other reasons they 
could not qualify for membership in the three other societies that were 
trying to make a home for range men. 

Then on page 86, second column, the first sentence states: “We 
have given birth to a new profession and raised it through adoles- 
cence . ’ ’ Not so! Professionally trained range men, wildlife biologists, 
ranchers, other professionally trained men as well as the foresters, 
agronomists, animal scientists, and ecologists created the Society. In 
turn the Society solidified the profession of range management, gave it 
more dignity, and made it more productive.-Joseph F. Pechanec, 
Ogden, Utah 
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